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Introduction

This paPer developed out of a project undertaken during an

introduclotory course -in the'ethnography. of education: Over
-d

course of a semester, the first author observed senior nursing

-students participating in a weekly ieminar'.Onissuesand trends
74-

/
.

affecting the nursing profession. Two observations s md- .

e

particularly.sigRificant. Fir t: the students verbalized many

negative feelings about the class. They said the seminars were

boring and a waste of their time. The studer4.s conducted the

seminars Jith the alleged purpose difdiscussi6 issues. However;

they demonstrated a variety Of ways of avoiding any, significant

discussion.

The second observation was that, although nursing is
. ,

overwhelmingly a female profession and 611 the Students in this
\

seminar were female; feMinist concerns and issues were virtually

never mentioned during the semester.

Aware that nurses; as.a group; are politically inactive and

indifferent:about many..i73sues cisf importance to i.heM; the observer

was struck by the students' diginterest in professional issues.

Was this something they learned in their educational program?

Does the nursing schook°,s curriculuin or itt teaching

methodologies encourage or foster this student indifference?' Are,

there characteristics of students and/or faculty which contribute
r

to this socialization. outcome? An what ways do faculty function
;

as-role models for stUdents learning about profesiilonal issues?

Of what significadce is the fact that:the'p'rofession is

overwhelmingly female? How does that affect prOfessional
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socialization?

In an attempt to answer these questions, a literatureZreview,

was conducted on the socialization of pursing students for

professional commitment.' The term professi onal ommitment

used as it' was described by Coser and Rokoff (197I). They

distinguished between commitment to one's work, as demonstrated

by &craftsman who shoi4s pride in his/her work,.and commitment to

other persons engaged in the es4me work, which they considered the

hallmark of a professional. The professional is committed to
4

his /her collea.guesfshares common values with them. and is

concerned about issues whichaffect their joint welfare.

Review of StUdies

Numerous studies have been published on the socialization

nursing jtudents. Most are ch-oss-sectional studies in which the

:attitudes and/or values of a' convenience sample of students are

assessed using knetruments with limited re/iabilit validity

Studies of this type which assess respondents at a single point

jp_time to_determine their degree of socialization ignore the

process of socialization which is perhaps of greatest
.)'

interest to the ethnographer. Many writers seem to view
ti

socialization as a fait accompli at the completion of the first

educational program rather than viewing the student's education

aathe first stage of a career-lopg developmental process

(Conway, 1984).,

There have been a few longitudinal, qualitative studies of

nursing students. Most noteworthy is the studirdone by Davis.

Olesen. and Whittaker at the University of California in San

2
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Criinciabo AAhe early 160s; They followed a class of students,

1

r

r .

`theough`their_educat.ional. program using observational field work,

a longitudinal questionnaire survey, and _panel dipth interviews

(Dais,:. 1968; Oleden & Whittaker, 1968). Davis (1968) described

4-proc(As,of 'doctrinal'conversion which he identifiefra,s the jnost

crucial and pr9blematic dimsion in becoming a professiOnal.
) .

Doctrinal conversion is a social psychological process whereey

students give up theii- lay views and imagery of the profession

and assume those the profession ascribes to itself. Students

entering the program envisioned caring for sick people and

performing nursing skills and progedures to make patients

comfortable and well. They believed that when they could

onstrate proficiency at skills and procedures, patients would

recognize their caring,and accord them emotional gratifications.

-The professional imagery espoused by the school included

providing pursing interventions for patients during all phases of
\

their illness, not just during hospitalization. The patients'

attitude toward illness; their health practices, and their

environment all were legitimate objects for nursing

interventions: Students were expected to.view themselves as a

purposeful instrument in the therapeutic process; Mastery of
4

technic61 skills and procedures was considered less import.ant.

than learning the principles upon which skills were based;.

Davis described the AtuAnts' experience of cognitive

4_dissonance iwhen they realized there was a large discrepancy

between their initial expectations and those of the faculty.

This discrepancy was most explicitly spelled out in their first

3
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clinical evaluations. The students began "psyching ot.it. (the

Students! .term) instructors to determine what was expected of

them and how. best to go.aboutsatisfring those expectationa.

They carefully noted, during their: everydar interactions with

faculty, when the instructor brightened and when she

perfunctOrily passed by one student's irecitation to linger over

that of another. These students then fashioned performances to
0

Satisfy the instructor, These role simulations caused some

discomfort for the Students and they joked among themselves about
14-

"putting on a front" for instructors. 'Davis said the paradoxical
dr

thing about this kind of role simulation is that"the more

successful the actor is at it, the less s/he feels lik;4pe is.
__i

simulating, and the more s /he becomes convVice&_that hil/her

performances are authentic. Dutihij the three-year program the

"N..students' self- images "became firmly those dg Professional nurses

of that school's doctrinal persuagion; adhetheleSS, some aspects

of their' initial concept of nursing`S ere fiot changed during the

educational program.

The theme o nursing leadership was emphasized by the
-

"o-
f a c u 1 t y of. this avant-garde school (Oleasen'& Whittakbr; 19684.;

. ,
,

..,.Initially, the ddea of becoming-a nursing leadbr was.quite,
i '1

fareiOn to the students; it was n_ of part of their lay,image of...

. 4

nursing. he faculty stressed the idea of becoming nursing
,

, .leaders in with Students and in courses-on group dynamics,

advanced nursing, and the ecology of.the profession In the
. .

,

la4ter course the history of tht'national nursing organizations;

the place of future leaders, professional issuesi, etc. wve-

4



reviewed.

Students complained about the ecology couese. :The faculty
a

of the course attempted to make the students feel a
.

responsibility for assuming an active part in infldencing thd
I-

direction of the profession. The students reacted negatively and

were only interested intheir own immediate concerns; they saw

marriage and a family in their futures, not a career.
a

Professional education occurs, as ae student makes the

transition froth adolescence to adulthood. These youngiWomen

maintained long-cherished conventional goals for marriage. home,.. goals

and children. When they were yonfronted by the faculty with

larger issues which concerned th'e,-nursing profession. these

students.,took the attitude that those were matters which 4-ay
.

outside their potential to, influence or control, problems which

would somehow right, themselves or, if they failed to, would Lr

hardly qffect their scheme of personal life relevancies (Davis,

Olesen, .& Whittake A.966).

Faculty, perhaps sensing they. waged a,losing bottle, did nob
oto 1

closely examine the.students' outlOok or the cultural forces.

underlying their reality; Some seemed resigned to the students'

indifference; Most assumed that exhortation was enough; tha.Cif

the problems of the profession were set forth plainly, students
,

would sqnehOW'accefit them as their own and adjust their life'

plans accordingly. The researchers said the faculty did,_,pot seem

to take fully into account how much the reformistic profesiional

posture whiCh it sought to inculcate in students departed froth

the latter's present -lived concerns and involvements. Hardlyiany

5
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sujained thought was given t4 ways of-modifying the program's.

approach in order to elicit r the students more professionally
. ;

consonant 'versions ,of reality (Davis, Olesen, & Whittaker, 1966).

'The researcher's go on to say that leadership in profession

would'seem, at minimum, 'to imply persons-who are strongly

identified with and committed to thefield, interested in

developing long-term-careers for themselves in it, and prepared

to make major life adjustments in behalf of it. On these

grounds, their findings raise serious doubts about whether

collegiate schbols succeed in instilling a professional
. tleadership orientation in students - even though, the school they

studied made a valiant'effrt to do so. The overall picture
4,

emerging from their data is that th students were conventionally-

oriented young women, much more heavily invested in traditional

femi ine-life goals than in career pursuits and reIuctant to make

more than incidental concessions toward professional involvement;

In-nearli every respect, &this essentially conservative 'outlook

held firm throughout the students' nursing education. The
P

researchers concluded that_the solution to theca2lber-commitment

problem ih nursing resides much more with American culture at

large',particularly with the mores governing adult sex roles,

than it doeg--4ih the profession es such. Nursing kS not just a

feminine profession, but the most feminine of all. The problem
.

of generating professionalcareer commitments in collegiate

students hinges mainly on the larger issues of. cultural change' in

.

the status and life style of. married= women

Olesen. & Whittaker, 1966).

in our society (Dav4s,
4
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Another longitudinal study of baccalaureate nursing

SEUdents, carried out at Duke University from 1959 to 2965;

fo/lowod successive cohorts through their education and inter

tAir fikat year of practice (Simpson, Back; Ipgles, Kerckhoff,

'i'1kinney, 1979). Data was collected via questionnaires filled

'out annually by the students; interViews with students, diaries

kept. by one class of stUdents, and faculty questionnaires;

The, primary objective of this' faculty was to encourage
166'

zect patient care. The aility to relate to the
. .

NiMient.Was a critical component of.such care. Because the

students entered wl.th.an orientation similar to that desired by4
6

faculty, little redirection was necessary and the faculty could
., ,- . -

concentrate on teaching the skills that would enable the students
.

to translate their values into performance. However, the

faculty's method of teachiqprunintentior&lly encouraged

bureaucratic orientationslk.e., students were to talk

patients and build rapport' after.tasks were complOted. (In

-contrast; the California students had been assigned to talk with
.....

patients before they weretau4pt tO do any Sks or_proC4dures.)
4 .

The facuIt approach;,coupled with the status IPstem of the
i-

hospital which .was mbtll lore bureaucratic than ptOfessOnal,
, , , 4- ' ._

re:Suited in stadepta' learning the bureaucratic view and probably
..

decreased their attractian. to nursing as a professioii.
i .. ,

The

.students' attraction nursingi -es it was measured -in this
\

study, ded,eaSed each year.

Th6 Duke program ga e little attention to matters related to,
p

the prcifession .as a collectivity.., There was one course.in the



S

senior year which pertained directly to nursing as an
4.-

occupAionil group. ,:Simpson at al, ady that learning rok4

definitions and skills egiables\students to perfOrm'a role but is
4

, .

not stikficient to socialize students so that they:identify with

the occupation and are attracted andcommitted to.it. Full

socialization includes. relating the self to the ogcupation' eo

that it endjires in the person.

In responding to questionnaires, the Duke students indicated

a high evaluation of professional activities such as keeping.

with current nursing research and, to a lesser'extent-

contributing to professional meetings and'Obnfere ces. The,
researchers said these favorablyendorsed professional activities'

may have been interpreted asgetting together in a sociable, -way

1
with other nurses. to talk about nursing experiences rather than

the solitary intellectual effo t involved in research, writing

professional articles, or, teaching coAleagues. Simpson .et al.

noted a massive erosion of relatedness to nursing occurring among

the alumnae of the program. "These women virtually alelooked to

marriage and family life astheir pribary source of

gratification- (p. 150).

Bucher and Stelling.(1977) cond ucted a longitudinal study of.,
,

the-socialization o il graduates in biochemstry and.

residents in internal medicine and Psychiatry. Like the nursing- --..i.______.

*--,students these trai were active-in managing their own
t

1,

socialization., The.researchers reported on the use of role

models by tbe graduate students. (Bucher and Stelling anticipated

that the students would pick someo* ds a.model and attempt to
4
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replicate that model in themselves': The data indicated that such

a modeling process is extremely rare. Instead, thetrainees.

selected particular characteristics or traits which they admired

andsoughttoemulate.Theyselected -Apecific attributes from

several different. individualsrather than choo ing someone as a

global model. The students also descsibed negative miedels,

individuals who demonstrated traits the students did not want to

develop . 4 Stage models, were more advanced trainees or young

prActitioners.from whom these'studerits learned what to ;expect et

a later stage of their development. Stage models often provided

information and advice on how to negotilete problems yet to be

encountered. Option models were individuals who pursued

alternative or deviant career patterns, different from those

most faculty and staff. For .example, a female psychiatry
.

resident actively sought out a female psychiatrist as a'model

ways to manage being a psychiatrist, wife, and mother

41.simultaneouse; Option models were chosen by both men and woman;

such models were more likely to be women.

Faculty in professional training programs devote'a

.considerable amount oftime and energy to the evaluation of their

tudents ('Buche) & Stelling, 1977). Relatively little attention

is given to the way students .perceive and use Y evaluation, or to

hOW the students evaluate themselles. The researchers In this

study found that theseistudents developed numerous rationales to

discount negative evaluatiOns or feedback from their supervisors;

They discredited or disparaged the source of the feedback; .they

argued that t criticism focused on irrelevant or unimportant



issues; 'they discounted-Cti6tit as teflectingdifferenCe in
t

. style dr philosophy, etc. Light (1979) believes that trainees'

di8count criticism as 8 meChanism to cope with the uncertainties

of professional practice: gray areas where present knowledgehis.

insufficient and occasions when practitioner8 must Make decisions

without full knowledge of tile Case or the client.

Mursiagfas a Female PrOfeaSitin

Yeaworth wrote 1'01E0 that the most fundaMental Otobiems in

nursing are* first, that it is a woman's occupatiOnand, second*

that the paJority of nurses do not perceive this es a problem at

all: .She gays women in the United States may'be educated for

occupations or even careers* blit they ere Still.effectiVely

eotialited to be wives and mothers...

Ashley (1976,)' documented.the subordination, oppreOion; a

d'Xplditation of nurses by physic4ans and hospital administrators

in this country. She ,said that he role of nursing in the health

field is the epitome of women's'role in American society. The

:nurse is not accorded full professional.status or the opportunity
,

to obtain it. Rather, she is :viewed as a working female who is

not expected to make a life Pfbrig commitment to het Career,.
a

Many vital decisions affecting nursing are a.ill Made
. , .

?_.

in medicine and government (Davis, 1977). Roberts (1983)

believes that the style of leadership 4hiCh has.develpped
..,

men

within.

the nursing profession is a result of nUtSing'sistatus as ail

oppress4d group. ?fembers -of an oppres8ed .igioup, unable to

express their anger against their oppres8ofe; Vent their

aggre8Sion against other members of their' own gtoup. There is
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much self-hatred and low self-esteem within the oppressed group

which contributes to submission td poWerful oppressors. Leaders
. _

of powekless groups often take onICharacteristcs and beliefA that
.'-

resemble those of the dominant culture; they are often

controlling, coercive, and rigid._ Roberts 'says nursing leaders

have represented an elite group who have been promoted because of
. .

their allegiance to maintenance of the status-quo. Grissum and.

Spengler (1976) say, -Because of the rewards they receive, they

do not feel animosity toward the system or the men in the system,

They reject the ideas of current feminist thinking and blame

women themselves for their status as second class citizens-

(p.; 103). To break out of the cycle of oppression requires

awareness and understanding of the mechanisms of oppression

followed by the development of pride in one's own group with a

sense of ability to function autonomously (Roberts, 1983).

Most nurses have not been actively involved in the women's

movement. Leading feminists have generally not been supportive

of the nursing profession (Crane, Byer, Coughlin, & Sofranko,

1981). In many instances feminrSts vocally oppased the

profession. Many feminist groups have viewed nursing as the

Ultimate expression- of the der 2gration ,women. They have, said

that women interested in health care should become physicians in.-.

order to gain influence, power, and status becau a nursing 4,is not

a challenging occupation.,

'Weiss and Remen (983) rep8rt a study in which physicians,

nurses, and consumers were brought together in groups of 18 (6
-

from each category) for 2.1512 hours of dialogue once a month for



20 months. The purpose of the dialogue was to determine Whether

the participants could develop a model for more effective

allocation of respon'sibil'ity in health care _relationships.- ,Six

Of'the 24 nurses participating in the project were educators, 6

Were adAinistrators and -12 were practitioners. Two of the nurses

held dtiCtorates and 5 had master's degrees. :-Over'.the 20 Month

period, the dialogue among the nurses; consumers; and physicians

was preddmihohtly a dyadic -interchange betwen the 'consumers and

the physicians. Of 1585 interactions; on1y.342 actually involVed

nurses. In the majority of these interactionsithe nurses

functioned as Clarifiers or facilitators rather than making

active and unique contributions. The nurses could not identify

unique. skills and responsibilities of their profession; rather;

when the physicians stated one of their professional

responsibilities, the nurses .said, "Nurses do that; too" 83):'

The nurses' statements of their professional opinions were

expressed as personal feelings; as if dt was not acceptable for

them to have professional opinions. The nurses turned to the

physicians for direction and guidance during the diSCUSAidin.

They were silent and nonparticipative in decision making

situations. TSeae nurses uniformly described theit'experienCe df

powerlessness in health care and they uniformly requested that

physicians remedy 'the -situation,by becoming .IAs assertive and
*

less influential. These patterns of behavior were most

pronounced during the lasteight months of the dialogue sessions;

Weiss and Remen say their data suggest that traditional.

prescribed role behaviors have been internalized by nurses'; with

12
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consistent performance and reinforcement of theseiLbehaviors

preventing any real.formation of more progressive attitudes.

Hodges (1981), in her doctoral dissertation, hypotheSizes
%

that nursing curricula; past and present, formal and hidden, have

played a role in socializing nurses to accept their current

position4lin the patriarchal health care sytstem; Nursing

curricula have also had an impact oni-kthe problems of establishing

ftursing's identity as a discipline and its development of

professi:pnalism.

Hodges surveyed current nursing curriculum models and found

that they all clearly reflects the impact of the Tyler rationale.

She criticizes the major assumptions underlying Tyler's

educational model. For instance, according to Tyler, the

establishment of the program objectives is ,the most crucial and

first step in the curriculum development process because all else

flows from'the objectives. This indicatep that the skills and

knowledge to be learned are predetermined in advance of the

learning experience by the teacher or' some other authority.

Furthermore; Tyler says that the learning experiences are to b

selected and arranged to produce the behavior in the student as

stated in the program objectives. This places the curriculum

developer in control .of the students' learning experience. This

kind of educational approach hinders critical thl,nking and

creativity. It promotes relationships of- dominance and

subordination.

Nursing\iaculty impose the curriculum on the students,

leading to a sense of powerlessness and self devaluation which

13
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leads to passive conforming behavior.. This further compounds

negative feminine traits resulting from ttaditidnal feMihine

socialization and contributes to the shaping of nursing's

identity by more powerful groups (Hodges; 1981).

Hodges' concerns are echoed by SttaUss (1966) who says that

because teachers tightly control thel-t courses; stUdentl tend.to

learn .by rote, as if knowledge were well gstabliAhed for all

time.

KaliSh and Kalish (1977) point out that faculty members

Often add to physician dominance in subtle.ways. Overly

quesliOning and rebellious students have often been labeled as

troublemakers and dismissed from nursing schools. Fear of

physician criticism is instilled in students, sometimes

unknowingly, by faculty who have been unable to analyze the

effects of their own earlier education.

The personal characteristies of student's entering nursing

have changed in the last decade. More .women currently ,entering

nursing are, committed to- the--- idea of a Career(-Keiii978;

Willman, 1976). Leverson (1977) teptitted a study of the work
4

Values and career orientations of 681 batCalaureate nursing

:students in New'York City. She found-that 64% Of the StUdent6

valued career and marriage equally; 24% valued career more than

Marriage, and only 11% valued marriage over career;

More nursing students are older women mho already hold

degrees in other fields that have not helped them in the fob

market (WisllMano 1976). This may prove very beneficial to the

process of professional socianzation. Steinem (1983) maintains

14



that women do not begin. to challenge the politics of thekr own

lives uhtil they have experienced the life events that:tare ;14st

radicalizing for women. entering the paid-labor force, and

discovering how women are treated theme; marrying and finding out

that it's not yet,an7equay urtnership; having children and
/`

discovering who is responsible for them and who is not. Older

women who have had these experiences and then enter college may

have a marked\effect in radicalizing their much younger

\-classmates. /

Although may writers express opiniohs about nursing

faculty, few empirical studiA3s 'of their characteristIcs are

reported. Baker (1981) ..reports a nationwide survey of 375

academic middle mana rs. She found low levels of commitment to

and leadership in Professiodal organizations in this group of

faculty members.

Bauder (1982) studied 10 schools of nursing and found

faculty members carrying extremely heavy workloads in response to

msny external pressures. She described the organization model of

these schools as a **traditional family model" (p. 36). ThiS

_model assumes that management.knows what is "pest for.all parties

and will look out for both the needs of the organization and the

workers. This results in administrative decisions being made

without significant faculty input. Faculty members experience

much dissati'sfaction about workloads; power; and trust; They

tend to analyze thel prpblems from a psychological framework

rather than from a sociological or organizational approach;

Periodically the frustrations erupt into a crisis. Faculty do,

15
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not recognize the need to organize debate; and esolve these

collective problems: Bauder says the waYsdn which nursing_ N'

schools deal with theSe issues are deterMihed; to a large extent;
7

by their being' predominantly female organizations that'are part

of-larger; male, organizations'.

;mplicatiOns f'r Nursing Edticatibh and Research

'A profession cannot succeed without professionals. YOung

women being socialized into in all likelihood; Jae

engaged in a dual career. Success in balahtihg -career and family

responsibilities is more likelyiHif the spouse8supports the career

goals (ClelandiBass; McHugh; & Montano, 1976).' Ah i'MpOrtaht

precursor. to obtaining support for Tier career is the feMa4e'S
)

sincere desire,for d long-term career; This; in turn, depends on

her ability to free herself from the '.rigid female sex role

41stereotype of our society.:.

Within the.educational-prograth; nursing students need:

experiences in setting th it own goals and -being responsible for

,
Meeting them, faculty role models, and d Scusa,"the

9i 1

combinatiom of home and career rolesi and deMocratfc models of._

shared decision making (Dean, 1982). They need experiences

collegiality, assertiveness, and leeidership. , They need

opportunities to discuss changing SekrOlOs and the
1
consequent

stresses and rewards.
..

Many writers.emphasize that nursing's educational programa

aj .

are not providing students with the learritePOi-.tenceelrequired
Ry

to ensure career commitment (Dean; '19824 1982;

k.owery-Palmeri 1982; Mauksch; 1972);.. Many faculty are not aware

16
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of the discrimination 'inherent in nursing (Davis; 1977). They

need consciousness raising -.to alert then to the effeCts of their

own socialization and thejways in which they influence students.

In view of the current scongnic situation; itdeems highly

unlikely that,funds will be available foe longitudinal studies of

nursing education: Ethnographic research' methods could

effectively be used to study smaller piecesfof theosocialization
p

process (Lutz & Ramsey, 1974). Studies could beidone to answer

questions : How overt are the faculty about the need for

professionalism? What etude behaviors are considered

-professional'"? Does the faculty exhibit them? Are independent;

achievement-oriented behaviors recognized and rewarded, or are

they squelched ?_ Are students allowed to take risks and to fail

in order to learn? (Dean; 1982) What is the socialization

experience of older students with greater experieffte in living?

HoW dotheyaffect the socialization of their younger classmates?

Ethnographers could look.at classroom and clinical teaching
I

methodsto determine,whether facurty encourage problem solving or

lemorization of facts. Studies cou4d be done to determine how

nursing itudentS use role nodels and whether and how they

discountnegative evaluations.

Ethnography elicits'ffleanifigful input from participants In
-

the educational prOsiess'and off43rs the researcher unique insiVIts
- 0

t

into the actual outcomes '01.instruCt;ional;and socialization

IprocesSea. FeedbaCk of the research findings to faculty could

lead -to e5hanOement of positive behaviors and amelioration of

less,useful approaches.
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